It is great practical interest to decide when to stop testing a software system in development phase and transfer it to the user. This problem is called as the optimal software release policies. In this research, it was studied about this software release problem.
Introduction
As software systems play an increasingly important role in computer systems, intensive studies have been carried out to ensure the software reliability. As to the breakdown of the computer system due to software failure, there is the possibility to induce the enormous loss in our society. Therefore, the reliability of modern software development of software products is one of the important issues.
The research activity at the engineering the software reliability had been being performed since 30 years ago and these problems, about the estimation of many reliability growth models depended number of failure which is remaining in software, have been being proposed. Typically, the design phase of software development, design, coding and testing phases. After this process to release the software product, if the fault appears, the maintenance costs will increase significantly. Eventually, after software system testing, the determination for the timing in order to the giving the user is very important. This decision problem called optimal release policies. The existing studies on software release time determination are mostly based on the assumption that software reliability can be modeled by a finite failure NHPP (Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process) model [1, 2] .
Such assumption is commonly accepted because it is argued that as the size of software must be finite, there are limited numbers of faults to be corrected. However, this is not realistic in the testing process because debugging may introduce new faults and the same fault may also cause numerous failures before it is identified and removed. In this paper software release time determination is studied based on an infinite failure NHPP models.
In this field, the problems about the release time using the log Poisson execution time model [5] of Musa-Okumoto and log-power model [6] were already studied. In recent research on these issues, Yang and Xie (2000) and Huang (2005) have been proposed [5, 6] . In this study, in terms of skewness and kurtosis, because of the wider range of distribution, Burr distribution [7] for any lifetime with unimodal data can be applied.
Using the distribution, infinite failure NHPP models by applying the optimal release time is proposed to deal with the problem. Section 2 of this paper as related research was listed for an infinite record value statistic, estimation methods of parameter for the Burr the distribution and section 3
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These time domain models for the NHPP process described by the probability of failure are possible. This model is the failure intensity function ) (t λ expressed differently, also mean value the function ) (t m will be expressed differently.
These models are classified into categories, the finite failure NHPP models and infinite failure [8] . Finite failure NHPP models if they are given sufficient time to test, the expected value of faults has a finite expectation value ( lim ( ) Typically, the generalized order statistic(GOS) model, software testing at the time of the unknown, has N defects and any of the N defects from the probability density function (PDF), generated n point according to the order statistic is the time point of failure.
In this model, at the time of each repair, a new defect is assumed not to occur. However, the actual situation at the point of repair new failure may occur.
Add to this situation, record breaking statistics using the RVS (Record Value Statistics) model could be used NHPP model and RVS mean value function was as follows: say [8, 9] .
Where, exp( ( )) 1 ( )
and ( ) F t is the distribution function and ( ) f t is the probability density function. Therefore, from Eq. (4) using the related equations of NHPP in Eq. (1), intensity function can be the risk function ( ( ) h t ).
Data set of the time truncated model in testing period (0, ] t consists of the th n failure points of fault as follows:
When the parameter space is θ , maximum likelihood function for the infinite NHPP model is known as follows [1, 3] .
( ) [3] .
Meanwhile, using Eq. (3) and Eq. (6), maximum likelihood function can be induced as follows.
where,
Log maximum likelihood function (MLE) for parameter estimation which is induced as follows.
Using the expression Eq. (9), maximum likelihood estimate ˆM LE θ and 0 MLE λ could be obtained were as follows [1, 3] :
However,
is solution of the Eq. (12) . In other words, using the numerical analytical methods in order to estimate root of φ , following expressions can be calculated.
Log Power Model
The log power (LP) model which was introduced in 1999 by Xie and Homg is software infinite failure model. Mean value function and intensity function for this model are known to function as follows [10] .
where, 0 a > , 0 b > , 0 t ≥ . Meanwhile, using Eq. (13), maximum likelihood function can be induced as follows
The 
Log maximum likelihood function (MLE) for parameter estimation which is induced as follows. could be obtained were as follows [1, 4] :
Required reliability and release time for cost to minimize
It is straightforward to determine the optimum release time using any NHPP software reliability model. Suppose that a reliability requirement 0 ( | )
is given and the software reliability ( | ) R x t is defined as the probability of a failure-free operation of computer software for a specified time interval ( , ] t t x + in a specified environment. Note that x is an operating time period according to some practical or managerial requirements. Given the mean value function ( ) m t , the lease time can be determined by
Software reliability [18] for the log power model using the mean value function in an Eq. (7) is given by
And release time R T is the solution of the following equation [4] .
In a similar method as follows: the Poisson execution time model is induced [10] .
It is also possible to determine the optimum release time by minimizing the total cost. Denoting the software release time as T . A commonly used cost function model ( ) C T is given by
Where, 1 c is the cost to correct a fault during fault detection phase, 2 c is the cost to correct a fault during operation, 3 c is the testing cost rate, and ( ) m T and ( ) m ∞ are expressed as the expected number of faults detected in testing period (0, ] T and (0, ) ∞ , respectively.
International
The cost function ( ) C T in Eq. (22) is commonly used NHPP model with finite mean value function. Note that for such a model ( ) m a ∞ = , the total number of faults in the software. It cannot be used directly for NHPP model with infinite mean value function because ( ) m ∞ =∞ .In this case we need to specify a finite life-cycle time [4] . Using the log power model, cost function ( ) C T is given by Usually we want to minimize the total cost provided that the reliability requirement is met. In this case, a combined criterion can be used. The solution of the optimum release time under the costreliability criteria is equivalent to considering the following optimization problem in terms of ( ) C T and the reliability requirement 0
The optimum release time is
Where, R T is the time needed to meet the reliability requirement and C T is the time minimizes the expected total cost. In a similar method as follows: R T and C T for the Poisson execution time model can be calculated by following two expressions. 
The proposed Burr distribution model
In this section, the Burr distribution model's summary given. Burr distribution [7] , because a wider range of distribution in terms of skewness and kurtosis, for any lifetime with unimodal data can be applied. The distribution of the probability density function and distribution function is known for giving effect to the following expression. Burr distribution for these studies was a lot of research by scholars, Austin [11] which was applied to the control chart, and Tadikamamlla [7] studied the relationship between different distribution, Upadhyay and Javed, Peshwani [12] parameter estimation methods for the 4 parameter estimation methods studied using Bayesian approach. If the Burr model considered to infinite failure NHPP, intensity function and the mean value function can be expressed:
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However, where 1 c is the cost to correct a fault during fault detection phase, 2 c is the cost to correct a fault during operation ( 1 2 c c < ), 3 c is the testing cost rate, LC T is the length of the software life-cycle, it can be shown that optimum release time C T is the solution of the following equation. 
In a similar method as follows: R T and C T for the Burr distribution model can be solution by following two equations. 
Numerical example
In this chapter, using time data [13] consisting of time between failures, the optimal release time based on Burr model is to conduct. This data 41 consist of time unit 1197.945 and 41 single failure data generated, is listed Table 1 . For analysis of the present some model, above all, the trend test should be followed [14] .
In the trend process, the pattern of arithmetic mean test and Laplace trend test given by Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . The result of the arithmetic average test, failure time increases according to arithmetic average is showing an increase tendency, almost has reliability growth property. Also, the result of Laplace trend test, because Laplace factor exists from 2 to -2, has reliability growth Features. Therefore, using this data, it is possible to estimation for reliability and release time of software [14] .
The parameter estimation of software reliability models used maximum likelihood estimation and numerical calculation of nonlinear equations used the bisection method. These calculations, the initial values given to 10 and 2 
10
− and tolerance value for width of interval given to 5 
− using C-language, checking adequate convergent, were performed iteration of 100 times. The result of parameter estimation for each model have been summarized Table 2 . Table 2 . Time data of the between failures
In Table 3 , estimation of optimal release times giving 1 International Journal of Advancements in Computing Technology Volume 2, Number 3, August, 2010 bisection method, were calculated. These calculations, the initial values given to 20 and 1000 and tolerance value for width of interval given 5 
− using C-language, checking adequate convergent, were performed iteration of 100 times. Estimated time for each model and the optimal release time is the result of Table 3 has been summarized. Under the same conditions during testing, to repair one of spending increased to 15 results Table 4 has been summarized 
In Table 3 and Table 4 , the optimal release time show that proposed Burr model than the existing log Poisson model and log power model has quick time (efficiency). Therefore, comparing the two results of the optimal release time were similar to the pattern (Fig. 3) . Eventually, a model of Burr distribution on the field can be selected as the new models are showing.
Conclusions
In this paper, looked at problem for the optimal release time based on Burr distribution model using infinite NHPP model. This distribution in terms of skewness and kurtosis, because of a wider range of distribution for any lifetime unimodal data, can be applied in the benefits with the distribution property. In other words, large software, faults in the process of modification and change occurs in reality the situation is almost inevitable. In fact, given a satisfactory reliability and system failure, while minimizing the total cost associated with the expectations you need to make should be enough to continue testing. Therefore, so as to satisfy the reliability requirements and to minimize the total cost of the situation is the optimal release time to release. In this study, Burr distribution models when attempting to apply the results of release time can be confirmed that the model was available in the field.
In some cases, comparative analysis for release time based on efficient distribution, Kappa distribution, updated exponential distribution in terms of skew ness and kurtosis believe to be valuable research.
Through this study, the optimal time to release the software developer to determine how much could count will help.
